Waveguides & Laser Displays: Global Market Map

SURFACE RELIEF WAVEGUIDE

- Magic Leap
- BAE Systems
- Goertek
- WaveOptics
- EVG
- Dispelix

ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

- Himax
- Vuzix
- Nokia

MICRO PRISM

- Optinvent
- Zeiss
- Fresnel on prescription

INJECTION MOLDING

- Journey Technologies
- Lumus
- Quanta Computer

CASCADE COATED MIRROR

- Google
- Samsung
- Nikon
- Konica Minolta
- Luminica
- Essilor

WAVEGUIDE IP:

HOLOGRAPHIC WAVEGUIDE

- DigiLens
- United Technologies
- Rockwell Collins

ELECTROACTIVE

- Apple
- Interglass
- MicroVision
- North (formerly branded as: Thalmic Labs)

CURVED WAVEGUIDE IP

- Sony

RETINAL LASER TO HOLOGRAPHIC COMBINER

AN EXCERPT FROM: Fashion Eye-Frames, Near-Eye Optics and the Emerging Consumer Smart Glasses Market

GET THE FULL REPORT